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ABSTRACT

BREAST cancer is the leading cause of cancer death among women worldwide. While breast cancer
screening policies have been widely studied in order to achieve early detection, not much research

has been done to optimize treatment decisions once a screening policy is established. In this paper, we
propose a dynamic decision model to determine optimal breast cancer treatment decisions that consider
both the impact of over-treatment and the potential delay in cancer detection; these two failures are caused
by spontaneous cancer regression and type II error in mammography results, respectively. We measure
the impact of health-care interventions by means of quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs) and our goal is to
maximize this metric for a given patient.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is often defined as an uncontrolled growth of breast cells caused by a genetic abnormality.
In 2011, the American Cancer Society (ACS) estimated more than 450,000 deaths caused by breast cancer
and more than 1,000,000 new cases worldwide (Jemal et al. 2011). The same year, according to the ACS,
the lifetime risk of developing invasive female breast cancer was about 12%.

Mammography is currently considered to be the most effective technology for population-based breast
cancer screening. A mammogram is an x-ray image to examine female breast. The benefits of mammogra-
phy include early detection of breast cancer as it can identify problems before any symptoms (e.g. lumps)
appear. There have been randomized clinical trials indicating that mammography may reduce breast cancer
mortality by at least 24% (Kerlikowske et al. 1995, Fracheboud et al. 2006). However, there are two types
of risk that need to be considered when performing mammography. Similar to other binary tests, mammog-
raphy has two statistical measures of performance, sensitivity and specificity. Sensitivity is the probability
of detecting breast cancer when it is truly present while specificity is the probability of correctly identifying
a patient as normal when no cancer exists (Harris et al. 2000). The possible failures generated by specificity
and sensitivity have raised the need to take into account this fact when developing optimal mammogra-
phy screening policies for various populations (Ayer et al. 2011, Maillart et al. 2008, Michaelson et al. 1999).
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In most screening and treatment decision models, breast cancer is typically modeled as a progressive
disease, under the assumption that cancer does not disappear in the absence of treatment. For example, the
Markov chain model proposed by Chen et al. (1996) is often presented to describe the natural history of
breast cancer, only allowing an early state of cancer to transition to a more advanced cancer state, or to an
absorbing death state. However, there has been medical evidence suggesting that at an early stage, breast
cancer may actually spontaneously regress without treatment (Lewison 1976). While there has been a lot
of debate in the medical community regarding cancer regression, there has been limited research about the
consequences of considering this medical fact when determining treatment policies.

Zhang and Simmons (2012b) proposed a finite-horizon Markov decision process (MDP) to establish
an optimal treatment policy in the presence of breast cancer regression. Their model assumed perfect
information in screening results and fixes ACS recommendations reported in (Smith et al. 2009) as the
screening policy upon which treatment decisions are made. The objective of their model is to maximize the
QALYs that a patient may lose due to over-treatment. Finally their results showed a significant participation
of no-treatment decisions in patients diagnosed with non-invasive breast cancer.

We propose an extension of the model presented by Zhang and Simmons (2012b) that is based on
the relaxation of the assumption regarding perfect information in mammography results; more specifically
we incorporate the impact of type II error in the outcomes of the test. We define type II error as a false
negative result caused by the sensitivity of mammography and incorporate this failure in our model. The
rest of the paper is organized as follows. In §2, we review medical background related to our problem. In
§3 we describe the model for optimal treatment policies. In §4 we present our computational experiments
and results. Finally §5 concludes the paper and outlines the future work.

2. MEDICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 Cancer Regression

The literature review on medical exploration of breast cancer spontaneous regression has been summarized
by Zhang and Simmons (2012a). Multiple sources (Osler 1901, Lewison 1976, Larsen and Rose 1999,
Burnside et al. 2006) have indicated that although the phenomenon is rare, there is ample evidence to
confirm that spontaneous regression of breast cancer does exist, and thus it should not be ignored. Since the
current protocol recommends women to seek treatment after diagnosis, it is difficult to observe the natural
history of breast cancer progression and regression. And thus, it is not easy to calculate the probability of
breast cancer regression directly.

Another important literature to note is the study by Zahl et al. (2008). They compared the number of
invasive cancers in a six-year period between a control group and a screening group with similar background,
and found that the case number in the control group was approximately 22% lower. They concluded that
the difference was that some screen-detected breast cancer cases may spontaneously regress. In our study,
we assume a regression probability of 15% and compare our results with the case where no regression is
incorporated.

2.2 Imperfection in mammography results

The success of mammography screening programs depends on accurate examinations and interpretation
of results. Mammographic interpretation has two stages, detection and classification. At the detection
stage, a physician examines the x-ray image looking for potential or existing abnormalities in the breast
tissue. Once an abnormality is detected, the physician proceeds to classify the finding by means of an
internationally used lexicon designed by the American College of Radiology through the Breast Imaging
Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS). This human intervention makes mammography results be subject
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to possible failure when interpreting mammographic images.

Several studies have shown differences among radiologists when interpreting mammograms (Beam
et al. 1996, Karssemeijer et al. 2003, Sickles et al. 2002). Kerlikowske et al. (1998) observed interpretation
differences among two radiologists with wide experience reading mammograms, finding the overall sensi-
tivity ranging from 72.8% to 78.2% in a study that considered 71,713 screening examinations. Elmore and
Carney (2002) claim clinically significant variation exists among radiologists interpreting mammograms,
they suggested the variation may be attributed to personal, clinical, financial and legal characteristics
of the radiologists, and/or the characteristics of the mammography facility. Beam et al. (2003) tested
110 radiologists that interpreted screening mammograms from the same 148 women. They found that
sensitivity in the sample of radiologists ranged from 59% to 100%, and specificity ranged from 35% to
98%. In addition, they discussed how lack of skill maintenance or improvement mechanisms may affect
the interpretation of mammographic images.

The duration of observation by a radiologist has been studied and reported as a determinant factor that
increases sensitivity of mammography results. Nodine et al. (2002) noted that mammographers detected
71% of the true lesions within 25 seconds, and trainees detected 46% within 40 seconds. Krupinski (2005)
observed that elongated visual dwell times contribute significantly to the detection of subtle findings, and
therefore these mammographic lesions are associated with significantly different visual search parameters
than obvious lesions

3. METHODS

3.1 Model Formulation

In order to find the optimal treatment policy for breast cancer that considers the medical facts discussed
in §2.1 and §2.2, we formulate a discrete-time, finite-horizon Markov decision process (MDP). The ob-
jective is to maximize the total expected QALYs of a patient. A QALY is the arithmetic product of life
expectancy and a measure of the quality of the remaining life-years. It is used to assess the extent of the
benefits gained from a variety of interventions in terms of health-related quality of life and survival for the
patient (Phillips and Thompson 1998). We model the natural history of breast cancer using a discrete-time
Markov chain with the following four states: cancer-free, in situ cancer, invasive cancer and death (Figure 1).

Cancer 
Free 
(1) 

In Situ 
Cancer 

(2) 

Invasive 
Cancer  

(3) 

Dead 
(4) 

Figure 1: Four-state discrete-time Markov chain for breast cancer natural history

In our model, at every decision epoch, a woman undergoes a mammogram that is examined by a
radiologist who determines whether any abnormality is present or not. If the mammography result is
negative and hence no abnormality is observed, no further tests are performed until the next decision epoch.
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On the other hand, if the mammography result turns out to be positive, a follow-up biopsy test is performed
in order to confirm the existence of cancer. As reported in the literature, breast biopsy sensitivity is very
close to 100% (Gur et al. 2005), and therefore this test is assumed to be perfect.

We assume that whenever the observed state of a patient is cancer-free, the decision that will be made
is to wait. In addition, if a patient is diagnosed with invasive cancer, the decision maker will always
decide to treat that patient. These assumptions have been studied and established as optimal in medical
guidelines regarding breast cancer treatment (Carlson 2012). However, when the observed state is in situ
(non-invasive) cancer, our study does not consider treatment as the only option, whereas the current policies
always do. Figure 2. presents the decision process our model assumes for breast cancer detection.

Suspicious 
abnormality? Biopsy 

Yes 

No 

Periodic 
mammography 

Treatment according 
to pathological 

findings  

Treat?  

No 

Yes 

Invasive 
Cancer 

In situ 
Cancer 

Figure 2: Decision process for breast cancer early diagnosis and treatment

It is worth mentioning that our model does not include type I error in mammography results (false
positive results) Therefore, a positive outcome in mammography always implies the patient has either
non-invasive or invasive cancer since perfect biopsy tests are used to confirm the presence of the disease.
On the contrary, type II error is considered and hence a negative result in mammography does not necessarily
imply the patient is healthy. Our MDP components are defined below:

• Set of decision epochs ϒ = {40,41,42, ...,100}. According to the ACS recommendation, a woman
should receive annual mammography screening from the age of 40 (Smith et al. 2009). We adopt
this ACS recommendation as the screening policy of our model and define the upper boundary of
life as 100 years in accordance with the maximum life span reported in the United States Life Table
for 2012 (Arias 2012).

• State space S = {1,2,3,4}, where the cancer state of a patient at decision epoch t is defined
as st ∈ S ∀ t ∈ ϒ. In particular, 1 represents a cancer-free patient, 2 represents a patient with
in situ (non-invasive) cancer, 3 represents a patient with invasive cancer and 4 represents a death state.

• Post-diagnosis cancer distribution is denoted by Qt(S) ∀ t ∈ ϒ. We define the post-diagnosis cancer
distribution as a discrete probability distribution over all elements of S once the diagnosis procedure
is finished. The element q t

s represents the probability that the state of a patient is s at decision
epoch t after the patient has undergone a mammogram or a mammogram and a biopsy test and
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therefore, Qt(S) = {q t
s : s ∈ S}.

• Observed cancer state space Ω = {1,2,3}. After the diagnosis procedure is finished the observed
cancer state ot ∀ t ∈ ϒ can be healthy (1), with in situ cancer (2) or invasive cancer (3). Since we
do not consider type I error, the observed and the real cancer states are the same when malignant
cells are present in a patient. On the contrary, when the observed cancer state is healthy we use
the post-diagnosis cancer distribution to describe the real cancer state of a patient.

• Actions space A = {W,T}, where W and T represent wait and treat, respectively. Our model as-
sumes that the only feasible action when the cancer-free state is observed is to wait; when invasive
cancer is observed the only feasible action is to treat; and finally the decision maker may suggest to
wait or to treat for a patient whose observed state is in situ cancer. Figure 3. presents the decision
making process of our model.

Mammography 
 

st = i 

Positve 
 

Negative 
 

Biopsy 

In situ  
 

Invasive 
 

Qt = [0 1 0], ot = 2 

Qt = [0 0 1], ot = 3 
 

Qt = [qt1  qt2  qt3] , ot = 1 
st+1= 2  

st+1= 2  

st+1= 1  

st+1= 3  

qt1 

qt2 

qt3 

Wait 
 

Wait 
 

Treat 
 

Treat 
 

Decision epoch t 
 

Figure 3: Decision making process for breast cancer treatment

• Transition probability matrices P(at) ∀ t ∈ ϒ. We select a set of transition probability matrices
presented by Maillart et al. (2008) that aim at quantitatively describing the natural history of breast
cancer. These matrices are divided into 5-year age groups and the element pi j(at) represents the
probability that a woman at age group at ∀ t ∈ ϒ in state i transitions to state j within one year
of no treatment. We assume the matrices proposed by Maillart et al. (2008) describe the natural
history of breast cancer with one-year transitions despite the fact they were designed as six-month
transition probability matrices.

The transition probability matrices proposed by Maillart et al. (2008) do not consider cancer
regression. We use an analytic methodology presented by Zhang and Simmons (2012a) in order to
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include breast cancer regression. An example of a transition probability matrix from Maillart et al.
(2008) is presented below:

P(at)=



p11(at) p12(at) 0 0 p15(at)

0 p22(at) p23(at) 0 p25(at)

0 0 p33(at) p34(at) p35(at)

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 1



1→ Cancer Free
2→ In situ Cancer
3→ Invasive Cancer
4→ Death by Breast Cancer
5→ Death by other reasons

Zhang and Simmons (2012a) proposed the following modification to the original matrix for including
cancer regression.

P?(at)=



p11(at) p12(at) 0 0 p15(at)

p21(at) p∗
22
(at) p∗

23
(at) 0 p25(at)

0 0 p33(at) p34(at) p35(at)

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 1



p21(at) = u · p22(at)+ v · p23(at)

p∗
22
(at) = (1−u) · p22(at)

p∗
23
(at) = (1− v) · p23(at)

0≤ u,v≤ 1

Where u and v are fractions of the self-loop and the progression transition probabilities respectively;
these proportions are used to extract information from the existing probabilities and build the
regression transition.

• Immediate rewards rt(s,a) ∀ st ∈ S, a ∈ A, t ∈ ϒ, At every decision epoch we measure the impact
of treatment in terms of QALYs depending on the age, the cancer state and the action. In this
notation, rt(s,a) represents the total expected QALYs accumulated at decision epoch t, when the
cancer state of a patient is s and action a is taken. We use the estimations done by Stout et al.
(2006) regarding QALYs at in situ and invasive cancer states when the decision is wait. These
estimations were derived from EuroQol EQ-5D quality-of-life utility scores along with a series of
modifications to estimate the QALYs accrued for a woman with in situ or invasive cancer. The EQ-
5D is a standardized measure for general health developed by the EuroQol Group (Brooks et al. 1991).

On the other hand, when the decision is treat, our model uses a life expectancy estimation after
the necessary treatment is performed. Zhang and Simmons (2012b) proposed a methodology to
estimate age-specific 5-year QALYs for breast cancer treatment and calculate the expected total
QALY taking into account different survival probabilities depending on cancer state.

• Discount factor λ , We select a discount factor of 0.97 that has been previously used in dynamic
decisions models regarding medical treatment (Chhatwal et al. 2010).

3.2 Type II error in mammography results

Our model considers type II error of mammography results which means no abnormality may be identified
on the mammogram image when in fact such an abnormality exists. This type of error generates uncertainty
about the real cancer state of a patient once the mammography result is negative. We model this uncertainty
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by means of a discrete probability distribution that describes the cancer state after diagnosis. As seen in
Figure 3. when the diagnosis includes a biopsy intervention the uncertainty disappears thanks to the high
accuracy of this test. However, when a negative result is given and no further tests are performed there
exists a positive probability that a woman has in situ or invasive cancer.

As reported in the literature, mammography sensitivity depends on both the age of the patient and the
cancer state (Harris et al. 2000). We define sens t

s as the sensitivity at decision epoch t when the cancer
state of a woman is s. Therefore, Qt(S) is defined in terms of the sensitivity as follows:

Qt(S) =
[
q t

1 q t
2 q t

3

]
q t

3 = 1− sens t
3

q t
2 = 1− sens t

2

q t
1 = 1−q t

2 −q t
3

The mammography sensitivity function is defined in (Maillart et al. 2008). Here, q t
1 is implicitly a theoretical

estimation of mammography specificity but as previously mentioned we do not consider the error caused
by this statistical measure of performance. The function Qt(S) will be used in §3.3.

Our model also considers the potential misdiagnosis and consequent delay in cancer detection caused
by sensitivity. We propose a series of modifications to the transition probability matrices to consider type II
error in mammography. These modifications are based on the idea that transitions occur between observed
cancer states ot and not between real cancer states st as proposed by (Maillart et al. 2008, Zhang and
Simmons 2012a). Below, we present the modified matrix that includes breast cancer regression and type
II error in mammography results.

P ′(at) =


p11(at) p12(at) 0 p14(at)

p′
21
(at) p′

22
(at) p′

23
(at) p24(at)

p′
31
(at) 0 p′

33
(at) p34(at)

0 0 0 1



p′
21
(at) = p21(at)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Natural transition

+ p22(at) ·

Type II error︷ ︸︸ ︷
(1− sens t

2)+p23(at) ·

Type II error︷ ︸︸ ︷
(1− sens t

3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Transitions due to imperfect mammography

p′
22
(at) = p22(at) · sens t

2

p′
23
(at) = p23(at) · sens t

3

p′
31
(at) = p33(at) · (1− sens t

3)

p′
33
(at) = p33(at) · sens t

3
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3.3 Optimality equations

We denote by Vt(o) the maximum total expected QALYs the patient can attain when the current observed
cancer state is o at decision epoch t. Then,

Vt(o) =



∑
u∈S

q t
u

(
rt(u,W )+λ ∑

s′∈Ω

pus′(at)Vt+1(s′)
)

ot = 1

max

rt(o,W )+λ ∑
s′∈Ω

pos′(at)Vt+1(s′)

rt(o,T )
ot = 2

rt(o,T ) ot = 3

In case the observation is cancer-free, we use the post-diagnosis cancer distribution to calculate the
immediate and discounted future QALYs that a patient may obtain. On the other hand, if in situ cancer is
observed, the model will decide either to wait or treat depending on the difference between the immediate
plus the discounted future QALYs and the estimation of expected QALYs for the remaining life. Finally,
when invasive cancer is observed Vt(o) always equals the estimation of expected QALYs for the remaining
life. The terminal values at year 100 for the decision making process are defined bellow:

V100(o) =



∑
u∈S

q100
u (r100(u,W )) ot = 1

max

{
r100(o,W )

r100(o,T )
ot = 2

r100(o,T ) ot = 3

4. RESULTS

4.1 Computational Experiments

We solve our MDP model to optimality using the Backward Induction algorithm (Puterman 1994). Table
1. presents the optimal treatment policy if a given patient is diagnosed with in situ cancer at a given
age. In Table 1, we present four different scenarios. In the first scenario we evaluate the performance
of our model when none of the considerations discussed in §3 regarding cancer regression and type II
error in mammography results are taken into account. The second scenario includes the modifications
proposed by Zhang and Simmons (2012b) related to cancer regression but does not consider type II error
in mammography results; in this scenario u and v are assumed 0.1 and 0.5, respectively which results in an
average regression rate of 15%. The third scenario assesses the optimal treatment policy when type II error
in mammography results is taken into account but cancer regression is not. Finally, the fourth scenario
presents the optimal policy including all considerations discussed in §3; this scenario considers the same
u and v vales as in the second scenario to incorporate cancer regression.

4.2 Discussion

In this section we present results for each scenario presented in §4.1.
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Table 1: Optimal treatment policy for in situ breast cancer
Age No regression Regression Type II Regression Age No regression Regression Type II Regression

and Type II and Type II
40 T T T T 71 W W W W
41 T T T T 72 W W W W
42 T T T T 73 W W W T
43 T T T T 74 W W T T
44 T T T T 75 T W T T
45 T T T T 76 W W W W
46 T T T T 77 W W W W
47 T T T T 78 W W W W
48 T T T T 79 W W W T
49 T T T T 80 T W T T
50 T T T T 81 W W W W
51 T W T T 82 W W W W
52 T W T T 83 W W W W
53 T W T T 84 W W W W
54 T W T T 85 T W T W
55 T T T T 86 W W W W
56 T W T T 87 W W W W
57 T W T T 88 W W W W
58 T W T T 89 W W W W
59 T W T T 90 W W W W
60 T T T T 91 W W W W
61 W W T T 92 W W W W
62 W W T T 93 W W W W
63 W W T T 94 W W W W
64 W W T T 95 W W W W
65 T W T T 96 W W W W
66 W W W W 97 W W W W
67 W W W T 98 W W W W
68 W W T T 99 W W W W
69 W W T T 100 T T T T
70 T W T T

Scenario 1. When cancer regression and type II error in mammography results are ignored, a pa-
tient between the ages 40-60 (including 60) who is diagnosed with in situ breast cancer should always
be treated. However, for patients older than 60, the recommendation is to wait until the next screening
period except at ages 65, 70, 75, 80, 85 and 100. This trend may be explained by the nature of the data
used to describe the natural history of breast cancer; as discussed in §3.1. Our model uses age-specific
transition probability matrices as input. Therefore, the information that the algorithm uses iteratively is
updated every 5 years and causes this behavior. Note that between ages 85-100 there is only two information
updates since the matrix that describes the natural history of breast cancer is the same for these last 15 years.

Scenario 2. The optimal policy proposed in this scenario clearly reflects the impact of cancer regression
in treatment decisions. As discussed in §2, if cancer regression is ignored, treatment policies may lead to
over-treatment and therefore, a decrease in quality of life. Our model handles this undesirable situation
by increasing the waiting decisions along the decision horizon. When cancer regression is considered,
our model suggests that treatment is the optimal decision for a patient between ages 40-50 (including 50)
who is diagnosed with in situ cancer. On the other hand, patients older than 50 should wait until the next
screening period except at ages 55 and 60.

Scenario 3. In §3.2 we mentioned a potential delay in cancer detection as a direct consequence of
sensitivity of mammography results. When our model only considers type II error in mammography results,
the optimal policy shows how this delay is avoided through an increase in treatment decisions. As shown
in Table 1, the optimal decisions include treatment till a later age (65) as compared to 60 in Scenario 1,
and 50 in Scenario 2. Here, a patient diagnosed with in situ breast cancer should be treated if the diagnosis
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is done between ages 40-70 except at ages 66 and 67. When the age exceeds 70, a patient should wait
until the next screening period unless the age is 74, 75, 80 or 85.

Scenario 4. This scenario considers the impact of both cancer regression and type II error in mammog-
raphy results. In Scenario 2 and Scenario 3 we showed how the inclusion of cancer regression and type II
error in mammography results would lead to an increase in waiting and treatment decisions, respectively.
Therefore, a simultaneous inclusion of these aspects proposes a trade-off between unnecessary treatment
and delay in cancer detection. The results show that the optimal treatment policy is slightly closer to the
current policy in which treatment is always recommended. However, our model suggests a significantly long
age range (between ages 80-100) during which wait is the optimal decision if in situ cancer is diagnosed.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We formulate an MDP model to determine the optimal treatment policies for breast cancer in the presence of
two proven medical facts, cancer regression and type II error in mammography results. We solve our model
to optimality and obtain results that give an insight about the complexity of this disease. Our study suggests
that optimal treatment policies for breast cancer might be different from the common recommendations
when regression and type II error in mammography results are taken into account. Specifically, we show
that when in situ breast cancer is diagnosed, the quality of life may be negatively affected if treatment is
always recommended. In addition, we find a trade-off between over-treatment and late cancer detection
when we analyze different scenarios regarding cancer regression and type II error in mammography results;
we consider both factors and our results show that treatment may be optimal only for patients under 80 if
in situ cancer is diagnosed.

The contributions of our work include the handling of uncertainty about the real cancer state of a patient
through the post-diagnosis cancer state and the modifications proposed to incorporate the observed cancer
state in a simple and intuitive way into a dynamic decision model. Also, to the best of our knowledge,
the study proposed by Zhang and Simmons (2012b) is the first to consider no treatment decisions for
cancer-diagnosed patients and our study contributes to this work by adding factors that may influence
treatment policies. Finally, our study also contributes to the literature of analytical studies for medical
decision modeling of breast cancer that considers disease regression.

An important step following to this work is to improve both the transition probability matrices used to
describe the natural history of breast cancer and the estimations regarding quality of life. As discussed in
§3, the transition probability matrices required by our approach are difficult to estimate and the information
available in the literature lacks a more detailed differentiation regarding age and population dependency.
A good contribution would be to estimate the natural history of breast cancer using shorter age ranges
and to provide more accurate information regarding sensitivity and specificity depending on the age and
cancer state. Likewise, it is important to include type I error in mammography results in order to obtain
more realistic results.
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